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APIDEA
Young Bees Hive

Formic Acid Dispenser

The new additional Hive made of hard
foam is available in white or painted.
Weighs 3,5 Kilos.

The APIDEA Acid Dispenser provides
a simple and effective deterrent for ants
and such insects.

A new development from APIDEA.
The new young bees hive contains a
maximum of eight breeding chambers.
The warm and light transportable box
allows you to easily rear the bees.

Easy to control through marked paper
which gradually evaporates.

For the additional breeding chambers
a queen breeding spinal column is
incorporated. The box can serve equally
serve both purposes. Thanks to simple
use the hard foam box proves itself to
be also the ideal beginner box.

The APIDEA dispenser can be reused
several times.

APIDEA
100 000 times tested

APIDEA
available from
retailer specialists

Additional material
For the APIDEA Formic Acid Dispenser.

APIDEA
Without difficulty this allows a swarm of
bees to establish themselves and feed.

APIDEA Vertriebs AG
Rosenweg 3, CH-6330 Cham
Tel. 041 710 55 85
Fax 041 710 55 86
info@apidea.ch · www.apidea.ch
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APIDEA
Mating Hive

Breeding Chamber

Feeding Station

The cubic-formed hive, made of
brown hard Styrofoam, provides perfect
conditions for a warm environment
including a good stacking system.
This hive is easily transportable and
simple to clean.

Along with the new APIDEA breeding
chamber combined with the APIDEA
mating hive and the APIDEA feeding
station you can look after without difficult your young queen bees for several
weeks in the reversed area.

With the new feeding station for the
APIDEA mating hive you can hold
your fertilizer queen bees in reserve.
The mating hive is equipped with five
compartments including the feeding
station. This can be filled with 1,2 Kilos
of feed paste. This way you can keep
your queen bees for longer in your hive.

The hive is equipped with three attachable brown honeycomb compartments
made of plastic, a transparent inner lid
with entrance slot for the queen's cage.
Cover with recesses allowing for the
roller gage, removable base, front panel
and feeding station. The non-slip feeding
station comes with an air grill and two
queen excluders.

Additional parts
To extend the hive APIDEA offers
always additional parts.

